
Consultation Responses Appendix 2
RECEIVED FROM FOR/AGAINST RESPONSE

Regular Road user For

I'm writing to express my view with regards to the Howtown Road signage.  I have travelled the Howtown Road to Martindale once a week for work for the last four years. Prior to that I worked full time at 
Howtown for three years. 
I've always found the Howtown Road a difficult commute especially during the summer months and these last two years have been even worse. The tourist traffic and footfall along the road has increased 
significantly and no doubt will continue in years to come.
Prior to the temporary signage cars were parked everywhere causing huge distress to local residents and commuter's. I've had several close calls with small children running out from between parked cars 
while their parents are busy rummaging in the boot! And the local farmers drive their tractors far too fast along that route it's frightening and I'm surprised there hasn't been a serious collision. 
Cars park all up the hause and the bottle neck area by the outward bound centre which is very narrow.  With an ageing population in the area it's more important than ever to declutter the Howtown Road for 
safety reasons if nothing else.
For me the signage has changed my drive to Martindale significantly, I don't feel as stressed and am a little more confident that when a tractor comes charging around a blind corner I can hurriedly pull in to 
the passing place areas, which should be kept free anyway. 
Times change and now more than ever people are flocking to the lakes for their holidays. I worked at Howtown back in the 90's and it was much quieter then, However with lack of care for the dry stone 
walls and upkeep of the Howtown side of the lake of late it has become a risk. Not to mention the increase in Mountain Rescue call outs due to the stupidity of our ' new type' of tourist. I vote for the signage 
to remain on a permanent basis. 

Regular road user For
With reference to the Howtown road clearway I would like to say that as a regular user of the road on average once a week the clearway has been a huge success and would recommend that it should 
become a permanent fixture 

Barton and Pooley Bridge 
Parish Council

For

Barton & Pooley Bridge Parish Council support the retention of the Rural Clearway in principle and have seen the report produced by Martindale Parish Meeting.
 
            The parish boundary is at Ravencrag.  In so far as that section is concerned, the Parish Council's views are:-
 •Retain the 'blue' signs at the cross roads, Parkfoot and Waterside but reword them to reflect Martindale's concerns.
 •Retain the 'No through road beyond Martindale' signs and make them more prominent.
 •Reduce the height of the intermediate clearway signs, angle them to minimise night time glare and reduce the number of signs to the minimum permitted.
 •Support a new  'single track road etc.' sign at the passing place beyond the Yacht Club.
 •Support parking for boat permit holders beyond Sharrow Bay.
 •Support removal of redundant 'No parking March -October' signs.

Resident For
We are residents of Martindale and have noticed a significant improvement in the free passage of traffic on the Howtown Road since the restrictions were implemented and would be very supportive of these 
being extended to the full 18 month review period

Martingdale Parish 
Council

Against
Attached Letter and supporting documents (Appendix 2a)

Resident Against Attached Letter (Appendix 2b)

Resident For

The restriction of cars parking at Howtown has made a phenomenal difference in the summer for our ability to get through to Martindale. The key was enforcement, because until the police came along, the 
no parking signs were completely ignored. I still feel that double yellow lines would clarify the situation much better in preventing parking and traffic bottlenecks.

The signs at the Pooley Bridge end of the road saying that the road is not suitable for large vehicles has also been helpful, as have the no parking signs placed along the road.

So yes, things are better considering all the caravans that come down the road. It would be ideal if large coaches could be banned from using the road (they cause the multi-hour hold-ups) and the outward 
bound school could use minivans instead. This remains the biggest problem although covid has curtailed things at the outward bound school these last 2 years.

I'm sure you won't be surprised to hear that there are two factions taking shape in Martindale: those who resent any government interference, and those who feel that government intervention is sometimes 
necessary. I realize that this doesn't make your job any easier and I'm extremely sympathetic to your having to deal with the consequences.

I see all the ways that the public are being encouraged to come to the Lake District, and at the same time I am deeply aware of how our roads and  public transport are not geared up adequately for the 
tourists. The difference between getting around in winter and in summer are huge.

I am extremely grateful that you have responded to the need to curtail traffic and parking on the Howtown Road, and I very much hope this will continue to avoid the confrontations, frayed tempers, and 
delays and dangers that have plagued the Howtown Road.



Resident For

With reference to the clearway along the South Eastern shore of Ullswater from Poole Bridge to Howtown, I would like to comment on behalf of my organisation.

Prior to the clearway being installed you may be aware that we had real operational safety concerns due to the parking directly opposite the site at Howtown.  The clearway has significantly reduced these 
concerns because of the reduced parking, enabling safer access to our site and safer crossing of the children whom we have in our care.  We would therefore strongly support this clearway to become a 
permeant arrangement.

In addition the clearway signs are sited mainly along the shore side of the road we have seen increased parking on the hill side of the road specifically to the left of our gate as we exit our drive ( directly 
opposite the keep clear road markings on the slipway) 
We are aware that the clearway is a legal enforcement for both sides of the road, but believe some additional signage on the hill side of the road would further discourage people from parking in this area, 
and reduce our safety concerns even more.

 Martindale Parochial 
Church Council

Against

At our last PCC meeting we discussed the increasing difficulty of parking at St Peter’s Church and agreed we needed to object to the Experimental Clearway 

The introduction of the Rural Clearway on the Howtown road and the new additional restrictive signs, beyond that scheme, at the bottom of The Hause, have led to a big increase in parking on the open 
ground surrounding the church . This has caused problems for those attending routine church services ,weddings & funerals, private visits, and for maintenance & church care visits etc . 

St Peter’s Church is kept open at all times to welcome visitors. These new difficulties with parking, are leading to a serious loss of the amenity of an ‘open’ church for Martindale residents and its many 
visitors . 

Removing the signs at the bottom of the Hause after the cattlegrid beyond the Clearway would allow more cars to park at this lower level . The parking that used to happen at this lower level on the Hause 
was not a problem in the past as there was space to pass as well as park. The additional signs limit this space. 
 
Therefore we ask that our objection about the loss of amenity of St Peter’s Church for Martindale’s residents and visitors, caused by the Experimental Rural Clearway & extra signs on the Hause, is  included in 
your evaluation of the scheme . 

Resident For

I am writing to approve of the experimental 4-mile Rural Clearway that the Highways installed six months ago. As residents, my husband and I are greatly relieved that at last we can drive along our only road 
out without the stress of the constant obstruction of tourists' inconsiderate parking. In particular, the area adjacent to the Outward Bound's entrance is now not such a barrier and their large coaches can 
presumably turn around after delivering their children safely.

A meeting has taken place locally to discuss the signage and some visual improvements are now agreed to and will be suggested to Laura McClellan as we move forward into the next 12 month period of the 
experiment. It seems reasonable to lower the height of some signage and remove one or two that appear unnecessary, but in our opinion, the Clearway has to be obvious in order to be effective. There are 
already exemptions in place for farming access and for boat owners to attend their moorings

The major bottleneck at the OB Centre caused a four-hour traffic jam before the signage was installed, due to tourists parking. My daughter was stuck in it. An ambulance was unable to get through to attend 
to a person suffering from heatstroke on that day in August before the pandemic, so safety has to be a priority.

People who work for us residents who live at our end of the 4 mile cul-de-sac often had difficulty getting through but now are able to. 

Please keep the Clearway restrictions, bearing in mind that the ones on the lakeside by the OBC must remain, in spite of objections.
Resident Against Attached Letter (Appendix 2c)

Resident Against

I am just writing regarding the restrictions to public access of the south side of Ullswater.
As a resident of the lakes who regularly uses the south side of Ullswater (as do many of my friends) to escape from the pressures of work for a quick relax/paddle or swim, I was dismayed to see another 
knee jerk reaction to the unprecedented (and unlikely to be repeated) influx of visitors to the lakes this summer.
I pop down to howtown regularly and even these last 2 summers had not found it difficult to park without causing congestion , however , I and my friends were greatly dismayed when parking restrictions 
were put in place without a thought to providing alternative parking! 
This caused chaos with people desperate to find somewhere to park and has concentrated people to now overcrowd other areas and force city visitors up the narrow tricky road up to the church...those who 
are generally not used to driving such roads and who have little idea of such road etiquette!
It has also forced us all over to the already crowded north side of the lake..increasing my journey length as I fight to find parking on already crowded parking areas on a much ..much busier road , when I 
have already little time to relax on my lunch or work breaks.
Concentrating people together rather than spreading them out simply causes more problems , stress and accidents...and I think if you remove small parking areas you must provide a viable alternative!
We all know that so often these “tempory” restrictions seem to creep under the radar into permanent restrictions , and there have already been too many landowners and local authorities using covid as an 
excuse to restrict peoples access to our national park , hence I felt compelled to lodge my objection!



Visitor Against

I am writing to ask that my formal objection to the above traffic order that was introduced in August is recorded and considered.

I fully appreciate the concerns and reasons for the imposition of this order and the impact that the lifting of the pandemic lockdown has had on the increased pressure on this very restricted no-through 
country road that was never designed for this volume of traffic at peak times.

As someone who works in the NHS I also fully appreciate the risks caused by the congestion and inappropriate parking and the impact that this must have for those living and working in the valley and, most 
importantly, access for emergency vehicles.

However, as someone who lives nearby and uses this road regularly, it is clear that this has only been a problem for a relatively short period and during the good weather that we had over the summer.

The points and objections that I would like to note are the following:

1. This is a very draconian solution to a problem that occurs for a very limited period of time.

2. It has a significant and negative impact on local residents who make use of the areas where some limited but safe off the highway parking is available (notably near Sharrow Bay. I am not so familiar with 
the Howtown area).

3. There has been a lot of coverage regarding supporting mental health during these very stressful times. Myself, and my friends, all work in the NHS and have literally found the opportunity to swim from 
this area after work a real life saver from the stresses of working throughout the pandemic.

4. Usually, when we swim after work there is hardly anyone on this road and rarely any other parked cars (other than during that very busy period over summer). We have never parked dangerously and have 
always ensured that there is space for cars, tractors etc to pass. 

5. This place has been particularly important for us because of the ease of access. We are usually swimming quite late, sometimes in the rain and as the light is going and so we can get in and out quickly at 
the end of the working day.

6. Since the restriction has been in force we have done our best to find alternatives. We have swum at the Pooley Bridge end which has, of course, been extremely busy, not very restful, and a thoroughfare 
for the campsites during the summer and not great given the walk to access the lake as the nights draw in, or in the rain. We have travelled much further than we would normally want to, as far as Sandwick, 

Visitor Against

I just wanted to write to view my absolute disagreement for your decision to not allow parking on the howtown road, I have lived here all my life just 2 miles from pooley bridge , I have travelled this route 
since childhood and now 57 cannot believe this has happened, I visit the lakeside to swim every week which is good for health and well-being , there are many places that 2 vehicles can get past in any  
season of the  year, as a local I kindly ask you to listen to the community and back track on this trial plan,  this decision is  really hurting so many people who love our lakeside and want to view our 
picturesque local vicinity.

Visitor Against

I heard last night of the council plans to stop people parking along the shore of Howtown. Whilst I appreciate this may be needed in some parts but there are areas that are perfectly safe - eg. just beyond 
Sharrow Bay, there is space for 2/3 cars to park very safely. 

I am a local and regularly enjoy our local lake facilities paddleboarding and swimming - if the restrictions go ahead this will change the way we live and play. 

Can I please ask that this is reconsidered or at least some designated parking areas allowed?

Visitor Against

It is with deep dismay that I have seen the Council’s plan for the Pooley to Howtown Road carriageway stopping restrictions. I feel that this experimental order is like using a sledgehammer to crack a nut.

Whilst I can appreciate that there may be a need to implement some restrictions near the campsites, there are several places along the Howtown Road from Pooley Bridge  that are perfectly safe for parking 
and I have never witnessed any issues in these areas.

My family and I have been accessing the lake from the Howtown Road for many years and have never blocked the carriageway or parked inconsiderately.

We have mostly accessed the lake by stopping just beyond Sharrow Bay where there is plenty of room for a few cars to park and unload canoes, kayaks etc without blocking the carriageway. 

Having access to the lake along this road for me is particularly important as cold water swimming is proving to be very good for my health.

Being local and wanting to access the lake throughout the year on the Howtown side, quite where and how are we expected to park after 16th August? I sincerely hope that you will reconsider implementing 
the full restrictions along the whole stretch of road as set out in your notice.



Visitor Against

I am really upset at the prospect of losing access to Ullswater from Howtown Road. We, like many others, love this side of the lake and cannot understand why the already limited parking is going to be 
completely lost. Why not mark the parking areas properly and use double yellow lines to stop parking on unsuitable stretches of the road? We often park in the layby at the back of Sharrow Bay Hotel where 
there is space for 3 cars plus enough room for traffic to move freely along the road.
 
I sincerely hope the proposed restrictions do not go ahead.

Visitor Against

As a regular swimmer and kayaker I am very concerned to see that we will no longer be able to access the lake from the Howtown side, our usual parking place just past the Sharrow bay exit is to become a 
'Passing place'. It is an obvious parking space for 3 cars with ample space for 2 cars to still pass with no problem. 
We live between Pooley Bridge and Tirril and have regularly used this spot to access the lake for many years with no issues and cannot understand why it needs to be used as a passing place.
It is a long way on from any of the campsites so will not interfere with their access etc.
I understand that due to the increased usage some visitors to the area may have parked in passing places causing traffic problems but feel that to restrict parking along the whole length of the Howtown 
Road from Pooley Bridge is using a 'sledgehammer to crack a nut'!
I notice that there are several boats moored nearby and wondered how the owners of these will access them if this restriction goes ahead.
Surely during these difficult times denying us of the chance to use our wonderful local lake is detrimental to our physical and emotional well being, I do hope you will reconsider this course of action.  

Visitor Against

I am so devastated that I will no longer be able to access the lake from the Howtown side. I live in Penrith and swim in the lake weekly with my friend who has stage 4 cancer. We always access the lake in the 
lay by just down from Sharrow Bay (soon to be a passing place) and have never had a problem with 2 cars being able to pass freely here as the road is suitably wide. 

This area is used almost exclusively by local people. Could it not be a seasonal restriction at least allowing us access to the lake in the quieter months? 

Really hoping that something can be done to help us.

LDNPA For

The Authority wishes to support continuing the rural clearway between Pooley Bridge and Howtown as a permanent TRO once the Temporary TRO has expired.

The clearway has made a material difference to traffic in the area, allowing vehicles to pass safely along the highway, improving the visitor and resident’s experience.  This difference was noted on our regular 
ranger and safer lakes patrols in the area.  Most importantly, it reduced significantly the risk of emergency vehicles being unable to attend incidents and the associated risk of loss of life.  I hope you are able 
to continue with this important safety measure.

It should also be noted that Ullswater Steamers will begin re-operating to Howtown pier this year, after suspending this stop in the pandemic, so visitors will have an alternative sustainable way to reach 
Howtown.

Thank you very much for your quick work in introducing this TRO and hope that its benefits can be sustained.


